Rousseau [10] has shown that classical or standard function theory of n variables is no other than intuitionistic function theory of one variable over C n~l . Similar works have been done by Nishimura [9] in the realm of Sato hyperfunctions and by Takeuti and Titani [16] in the realm of complex manifolds. The main purpose of this paper is to pursue similar results in the arena of algebraic geometry. Since we would like to do so in an intuitionistically valid manner, we reconstruct some rudiments of algebraic geometry, using the complete Heyting algebra of radical ideals in place of the space of prime ideals with Zariski topology as the starting point of our scheme theory. § 1. Preamble
§ 1. Preamble
As has been stressed recently by droves of authors, Heyting valued set theory could be conceptually interesting and technically useful to various areas of modern mathematics. Rousseau [10] has demonstrated that standard function theory of n variables is no other than intuitionistic function theory of one variable over C n~l . This idea of internal-external transitions of the viewpoint has been prodded further by Nishimura [9] , who showed that Sato hyperfunctions with n holomorphic parameters are none other than those without parameters over C n . Takeuti and Titani [16] have pursued the same idea in the realm of complex manifolds to find out that vector bundles over a complex manifold are apartness vector spaces, that families of complex structures are simply complex manifolds, and so on. The present paper, belonging to this vein, aims at pursuing the idea in the arena of algebraic geometry. We show that fibred products of schemes over a base scheme are intuitionistically fibred products of schemes over an affine scheme, that projective spaces over a scheme are simply projective spaces over a ring, and that higher direct images of Communicated by S. Takasu, October 30, 1986. * Institute of Mathematics, University of Tsukuba, Ibaraki 305, Japan.
sheaves are just cohomology groups with sheaf coefficients.
To this end, we need to reconstruct algebraic geometry from an intuitionistic standpoint. We use, as our starting point, the complete Heyting algebra of radical ideals, whose importance in the context of topoi was noticed first by Tierney [17] . After reviewing some rudiments of Heyting valued set theory in Section 2, we approach the first concepts of scheme theory in Section 3. Section 4 is devoted to projective spaces, while Section 5 deals with higher direct images of sheaves. We do not intend this paper to be exhaustive at all. On the contrary, we restrict our discussion to some rudimental aspects of algebraic geometry, partly because the exhaustive treatment is surely beyond our power and time, but mainly because we intend this paper to be illustratively interesting both to logicians who may not be versed in algebraic geometry and to algebraic geometricians who may not be experienced in Heyting valued set theory at all. § 2. Heyting Valued Set Theory
In this section we review some rudiments of Heyting valued set theory of Takeuti and Titani [14] together with some relevant materials of Fourman and Scott [1].
Intuitionistic Set Theory
By ZFi we mean a first order intuitionistic theory with a unary relation symbol E and two binary relation symbols e and = satisfying the following nonlogical axioms: • Since V;c and 3x will usually appear in these forms, we will often write Vx and 3x simply for V* and 3x.
Heyting Valued Models
Let V be an arbitrary universe of ZF X and let Q be a cHa (complete Heyting algebra) in V. For each ordinal a we define V^ inductively to be the set of all ordered pairs <M, Euy such that:
(1) Eu^Q; (2) u is an ,0-valued function denned on a subset S) (u] 
For convenience we often say simply that EF is a presheaf over Q without mentioning E and F explicitly. Members a, b of a presheaf EF over £? are said to be compatible whenever a,rEb=bl~Ea. A subset of 3" whose members are pairwise compatible is called compatible. A presheaf 3" over Q is called a sheaf over <Q if for any compatible subset D of EF there exists a unique ceEF such that:
(1) d^D implies cFEd=d; (2) EcThe subset {a^3\Ea=p} is denoted by F(p, 3) for any p^Q.
Given two sheaves EF, Q over £, a function / from Q to <V is called a morphism provided :
(1) Efl=E/( fl ); (2) The sheaf morphism / restricted to T^, EF) and whose range is considered to be Thus we can speak of elements of F c0) , sheaves over Q and complete Qsets interchangeably. Exploiting this trinity, which of the three is most convenient will be preferably used on each occasion. § 3. Intiiitionistic Algebraic Geometry I ; First Concepts Throughout this and succeeding sections a ring always means a commutative ring with identity element 1. And all homomorphisms of rings are supposed to take 1 to 1. The discussion that follows (including the next two sections) is formalizable within the formal system ZF X .
A An affine scheme is a locally ringed cHa (Q, OQ} which is isomorphic (as a locally ringed cHa) to the spectrum of some ring. A scheme is a locally ringed cHa (Q, OQ) for which there exists a family {pi} iGI of elements of Q such that (Q\Pi> OQ\ Pi ) is an affine scheme for any z'e/ and T=\A€=/£*. We call Q the underlying cHa of the scheme (Q, OQ) and OQ its structure sheaf. By abuse of notation we will often write simply Q for the scheme (Q, OQ). A morphism of schemes is a morphism as locally ringed cHas and similarly for isomorphisms.
Let Q be a scheme. Then a scheme over Q or simply an Q-scheme is a scheme H together with a morphism / from H to Q. In this context the scheme Q is called the base scheme of (H, f) and the morphism / is called the structure morphism of (H, f). We will often say that H is an £?-scheme without explicitly mentioning the structure morphism /. Given two £}-schemes H l and HZ with their structure morphisms /! and f z respectively, an 42-morphism from HI to H 2 is a morphism of schemes <p from H l to ft such that the following diagram is commutative. Since the right-hand side apparently belongs to /*Cf>nq), the proof is complete. Now it remains to define /*. Since for any as A, the correspondence gives our desired morphism /* : O^Q cA -^f^O^Q CB , which can be shown easily to be a local homomorphism in y< s P 
, F(T , OQ)\ where Horn (Q, Spec ^4) is the totality of morphisms of schemes from (Q, OQ} to (Spec A, cmd Horn (A, F(T , OQ)) is the totality of ring homomorphisms from A to
Proof. Essentially the same as in litaka [4; Theorem 1.15].
Let /* : Q-+H be a cHa morphism. Then we can embed the cHa H and many constructs on H into V^Q\ Here we prefer using sheaf representations, which can be regarded as elements of V cfi) , as was explained in the previous section. First of all, we define the sheaf H to be {(<?, p)€=HxQ\q^f*(p}}> where
It is easy to see that H is indeed a cHa in y ci2) . Next, given a sheaf £F on H, we define 3" to be
{(a, q, p)<^<SxHxQ Ea^q and (q, p)^H}, where E(a, q, p}-p and (a, 9, />)r/>'=(ar/*(/>'), q/\f*(p'), M/>').
It is easy to see that 5 is a sheaf on // in y (i2) . Given two sheaves £F 1} £F 2 over // and a sheaf morphism CM from SFj to EF 2 , we define <s to be for any (a, (7, /?)e § 1 . cD can be considered a sheaf morphism from 2^ to 3" 2 in F CJ2) . Now suppose that we are given three cHa morphisms /* : Q->H 1 , /* : Q~-*H 2 , and c/>* : H l -^H 2 such that the following diagram is commutative.
Then 9*, defined to be for any (#, p}^H 1} can be shown easily to be a cHa morphism in y cl2) . The right adjoint of 9* is denoted somewhat ambiguously by (p*. This ambiguity does not cause confusion at all, since (<p*T is essentially the same as ^v.
One of the most interesting applications of these constructs is in
Theorem 3.4. Let (Q, OQ) be a scheme. Since the identity morphism of schemes (id#, ide^) : (@, Oo)^(Q, OQ) subsumes the identity cHa morphism id& : £?-» Q we can apply the above constructions to (Q, OQ) to obtain a ringed cHa (Q, OQ} in V^Q\ Then we can assert that this ringed cHa (Q, OQ) is even an affine scheme in V^\
Proof. We will show that the sheaf OQ, regarded as a ring in V^\ gives rise to the desired affine scheme (Q, OQ), assuming without loss of generality that the given scheme (Q,Oo) is an affine scheme, say, (Spec A, Os pecA ) for some ring A. Since { VaA\ a^A} is a base for Q, it suffices to show that for each As {Vo]4|ae^4} is a base for the cHa Spec A, the proof is complete. 
^ is an Q -morphism in
To conclude this section, we consider the notion of the fibred product of two schemes ft and ft over the same base scheme Q, which is to be denoted by ftX^ft. For this notion we have Let T be the set of fg'^s for all pairs of homogeneous polynomials /, g of the same degree. This set can be made an fi-set by defining to be OAB homogeneous h^Q h(f z gi-/i^2)~0] . As we have seen so far, our algebraic geometry differs from the standard one in several critical points. The most important difference is that the ambient logic is not classical but intuitionistic. Since prime ideals are not well-behaved creatures in intuitionistic reasoning, this differece affects greatly our choice of building blocks of scheme theory. Indeed we were forced to define affine schemes by using radical ideals in place of prime ideals, which renders the second distinctive feature of our scheme theory. The third distinctive feature of our scheme theory is that topological spaces and their related constructs should be replaced by corresponding cHas and their related constructs. In particular, socalled Zariski topology plays no role in this new context.
The best companion of algebraic geometry has been commutative algebra, which is expected to be the case in our intuitionistic context. Therefore full development of intuitionistic algebraic geometry should be accompanied by some corresponding maturity of intuitionistic commutative algebra, which seems to be in an embryonic stage at present. The birth of intuitionistic algebraic geometry will presumably accelerate the development of intuitionistic algebra. Last but not least, Grothendieck has stressed in EGA [Elements de Geometric Algebrique] the tenet that the main object of algebraic geometry is not schemes but morphisms of schemes. As we have seen, our Heyting valued approach to algebraic geometry is completely in resonance with his relativistic philosophy.
